
TRACKING OF SHEAR BANDS IN AN ANTIPLANE SHEAR MODELF. XABIER GARAIZAR AND JOHN TRANGENSTEIN1. IntroductionIn this notice we describe a numerical algorithm for the solution of a granular ow problem in twodimensions where shear bands are present. The main di�culty in this problem is the resolution ofthe motion near the shear band. In this region, traditional methods break down and a new approach,incorporating ideas from front-tracking techniques, is used.We consider elasto-plastic deformations in an antiplane shear motion. That is, while the deformationis homogeneous in the z-direction (the state variables only depend on x and y) the motion is only in thez-direction. In other words, the only non-trivial component of the velocity vector is in the z-direction.When the material reaches a critical value of loading, shear banding occurs. While the overall defor-mation is described by a hyperbolic system of equations, hyperbolicity is lost at the points when shearbanding occurs. At these points, the deformation is described by jump relations in a manner similarto shock-hugoniots. From a numerical point of view, shear bands are treated as internal boundaries.An added problem is that the endpoints of the band can propagate at a rate that can be largerthan the elastic speed. E�ectively this means that the growth of the band is not limited by the CFLcondition and the endpoints of a band can propagate across several cells during a single time-step. Weupdate the cells where the shear band is likely to grow, and those where it already exists, at fractionaltime-steps allowing for the proper growth of the band.2. EquationsWe study a problem that models antiplane shearing as described in [7]. This motion is described bythree unknowns: the z-component of the velocity, which we write as a scalar velocity v, and the T31 andT32 components of the Cauchy stress tensor T . We de�ne a dimensionless stress vector ~� = (�1; �2)Tby identifying �1 = T31 and �2 = T32.The equations governing the motion are: the momentum equation@tv = c2 div ~� ;(1)where c is the speed of elastic waves, and the constitutive relations. These relations take di�erent formfor elastic and plastic deformations : @t~� = grad v if elastic(2) �I + 1h(j~� j) + j~� j2 cos�R�@t~� = grad v if plastic.(3)First author supported by NSF Grant DMS 9201115, which includes funds from AFOSRSecond author supported by NSF Grants DMS 9201034, DMS 9201361,DMS 9407029, and DOE Grant DE-F605-92-ER25145 1



2 F. XABIER GARAIZAR AND JOHN TRANGENSTEINHere R is the rotation matrix � cos� sin �� sin� cos� � and h(j~� j) is the hardening modulus, which we assumesatis�es h0 < 0 and h(1) = 0. The parameter � in the rotation matrix R characterizes the degree ofnon-associativity in the model.The change from elastic to plastic behavior is described in terms of a yield condition of Von-Misses type. We say that the material is deforming plastically if @tj~�(t; x; y)j > 0 and j~�(t; x; y)j =max0�s�t (j~�(s; x; y)j), otherwise we say that the material is deforming elastically. For later use wede�ne a measure of the accumulated stress as (t; x; y) = max0�s�t (j~�(s; x; y)j).For most of what follows it will be more convenient to write system (1)-(3) in quasilinear form:@tv = c2 div ~�(4) @t~� = A(~�) grad v(5)where A(~�) = I if the deformation is elastic and A(~�) = I� (h+ j~� j2 cos(�))�1R~�~�T if the deformationis plastic. As noted in [7] the formation of shear bands is related to the ill-posedness of the problem,which occurs when speeds of planar waves, in some direction, become complex. For a given direction~�, the equations for planar waves propagating in that direction (i.e.; (x; y) = s~�), simplify to:@tv = c2 @s(~� � ~�)(6) @t~� = ~b @s v(7)where ~b is de�ned as ~b(~�) = ~� � (h+ j~� j2 cos(�))�1R~�(~� � ~�) if the deformation is plastic and ~b(~�) = ~�if elastic. For this one-dimensional system, the eigenvalues � are 0 and �cq~� �~b with correspondingeigenvectors  0~�? ! and  ��~b !(8)These eigenvalues will be real provided that h(j~� j) > j~� j2 sin2(�2 ). Otherwise there is a direction thatminimizes ~� � ~b and for which the eigenvalues are imaginary. This direction of extreme ill-posednessis the direction bisecting the angle made by ~� and R~� . That is, if ~� = j~� j(cos �; sin �)T , the extremedirection is ~� = (cos ���2 ; sin ���2 )T . For more details, see [7].3. Shear BandAs explained above, shear bands originate at points of ill-posedness. The shear bands are idealizedas stationary points of discontinuity in a weak solution of (4)(5). If ~n is the vector normal to the band,the normal component of the stress (� = ~� � ~n) is continuous across the band, while the tangentialcomponent (! = ~� � ~n?) may su�er a jump. The variables �b and !b inside the band are related to theoutside variables by a di�erential-jump relation:@t~�b = A(~�b) � [v]=�0 �(9)where ~�b = (�b; !b)T , [v] is the jump in the velocity across the band and � is a \grain diameter"parameter. This equation provides the evolution of the stress inside the shear band.



TRACKING OF SHEAR BANDS 34. Numerical AlgorithmsLet c be the root to the equation h() = 2 sin2(�2 ). For those points in the domain where (t; x; y)<c, the system is hyperbolic and the eigenvalue-eigenvector study of section 2 is valid. The algorithmis organized in two blocks: the �rst one corresponds to the integration of the cells where the system isstill hyperbolic ( < c). This is done via a second order algorithm based on Godunov methods. Thesecond block consists of updating the cells intersected by the shear bands ( � c) and surroundingcells, which are expected to be a�ected by the presence of the shear band. This part of the algorithmis �rst-order accurate.4.1. Calculation before the formation of the shear band. We momentarily assume that thestates at the cell boundaries (x = xi = i�x or y = yj = j�y) at the half timestep t = tn + 12�tare known. We refer to those states by Un+ 12i+ 12 ;j and Un+ 12i;j+ 12 , where U = (v; �1; �2; )T . The momentumequation (1) is in conservation form and we can write the usual Godunov type algorithm to update thevelocity at a new time:vn+1i;j = vni;j + �t�x�y n�y h(�1)n+ 12i� 12 ;j � (�1)n+ 12i+ 12 ;ji+ �x h(�2)n+12i;j�12 � (�2)n+ 12i;j+12 io :(10)Since the constitutive relations are in conservation form only while the material deforms elastically(but not for plastic deformations), the update of the stress variables cannot be done via a Godunovtype algorithm. We integrate (5) along a particle path (similar to [9]), and since the motion is only onthe z-direction (particles do not move in the xy-plane), this integration reduces to a simple integrationin time for constant x and y. To perform this integration �rst we approximate grad v in (5) bygrad v � [~� ][x; y](�)d0BB@ vn+ 12i+12 ;j�vn+12i� 12 ;j�xvn+ 12i;j+12 �vn+12i;j� 12�y 1CCA(11)and then we integrate numerically @t~� = A(~�) [~� ][x; y](12)from t = tn to t = tn+�t. We notice that for elastic deformations, the integration of (12) is equivalentto an algorithm of Godunov type as that of (10).The states Un+ 12i+ 12 ;j and Un+12i;j+12 are calculated via a one dimensional Riemann Solver [3, 4] and char-acteristic tracing algorithm [2, 8, 9] that incorporates transverse ow corrections as to achieve secondorder accuracy in space and time as well as stability.4.2. Integration algorithm near the shear band. We de�ne, geometrically, a shear band as anoriented curve in the xy-plane, whose intersection with a given cell is either empty or a segment of astraight line dividing the cell in two disjoint regions. That is we do not allow the shear band to end inthe interior of a cell. These segments are called bonds and the intersection of the shear band with gridlines are called points.The shear band is treated as an internal boundary where the stress evolves according to a particularevolution equation (9) as established in [7]. The approach used here follows traditional front trackingtechniques [1] [5] with modi�cations proper to this problem: the tracked front is neither a hyperbolic



4 F. XABIER GARAIZAR AND JOHN TRANGENSTEINwave nor does it divide the domain into unconnected domains. At the shear band the approximatedsolution is �rst order accurate. We organize the description of the method as follows: (a) averaging ofstates near the band, (b) update of states at the band, (c) recalculation of uxes at and near the bandand (d) integration on subcells and cells near the band.For each cell intersected by a shear band, the eight surrounding cells will need to be updated againto account for the inuence of the shear band. Let the (ib; jb) cell be crossed by a shear band. We willrefer to this cell as Cb and the bond, portion of the shear band in the cell, as Ib. For later use we de�nethe box centered at Cb, B = [ib � 1; ib+ 1]� [jb� 1; jb+ 1], and Bb = B � (ib; jb). Associated with thebond Ib we have information proper of the band:- the states Ub at the shear band.- the states ULb and URb at the sides of the band at time tn + �t=2,- the states UL and UR on the subcells of cell Cband that of surrounding cells, Ui;j for (i; j) 2 B. The normal to the band, ~n, is used to to determine ifa cell, or portion of a cell, is to the left or right of the band. For the cells next to the tips of the bands,and only for the purpose of assigning left and right areas to these cells, we extrapolate the band at itsendpoints by one or two cells in the direction of the last bond.(a) Averaging of states. In what follows, we will refer to a left or right state with the index S = L;R.Since the side states US correspond to subcells whose area can be very small, we average these statesaccording to a weighted interpolation [1] :ÛS = ASib;jb�x�yUS + (1� ASib;jb�x�y )P(i;j)2Bb ASijUSijP(i;j)2Bb ASij ;where ASi;j is the area of the portion of the cell Ci;j to the S side of the band.(b) Updating of states at the band. We denote by �nb , !nb , nb the stress variables inside the band att = tn. We integrate (9) from tn to tn +�t, where [v] = ~vRb � ~vLb and ~vSb are the velocities of the statesat the sides of the band at time tn. These velocities are obtained as the result of tracing one parameterwave curves, with � as the parameter, from the side states ÛS to � = �nb . The variables at the end ofthis integration are �n+1b , !n+1b , n+1b . For the next step we need the value of �b at a half-time step.We approximate this value by �n+1=2b = (�nb + �n+1b )=2 and identify �Rb = �Lb = �n+1=2b .(c) Calculation of uxes. By tracing the one parameter wave curves, with � as the parameter, fromthe side states ÛS to � = �Sb we obtain an approximation of the states USb at the sides of the band att = tn +�t=2. We use these states to �nd the uxes at the band. To calculate the uxes at cell edgesin B, to the left and right of the band, we repeat the calculation of Un+12i+ 12 ;j and Un+ 12i;j+ 12 as in section 4.1(though this time with only �rst order accuracy) where we have replaced Uib;jb by ÛS and Uij by USijfor (i; j) 2 B.(d) Integration near the band. If we denote by dSi+1=2;j (resp. dSi;j+1=2) the length of the (i+ 1=2; j)(resp. (i; j + 1=2)) boundary on the S side of the band and db the length of the bond segment, themomentum equation is integrated on the S subcell toASib;jb h(vS)n+1ib;jb � (vS)nib;jbi = �t hdSib� 12 ;jb(�S1 )n+ 12ib� 12 ;jb � dSib+ 12 ;jb(�S1 )n+ 12ib+ 12 ;jb+dSib;jb� 12 (�S2 )n+12ib;jb� 12 � dSib;jb+ 12 �S2 )n+ 12ib;jb+ 12 + (�1)Sdb�Sb i ;(13)where (�1)L = �1 and (�1)R = 1).



TRACKING OF SHEAR BANDS 5If we write MS for the RHS of (13) and Mi;j as the corresponding quantity in (10), we would liketo write (vS)n+1ib;jb = (vS)nib;jb + MSASib;jb :(14)But, if ASib;jb is too small, (14) would violate the CFL stability condition. Instead, we write(vS)n+1ib;jb = (vS)nib;jb + MS�x�y :(15)This expression for (vS)n+1ib;jb satis�es the CFL condition, but when we compute the integral of themomentum equation in the region CSb � [tn; tn + �t] and compare with (13) we observe that there isan excess of mass ux that is given byMS � ASib;jb((vS)n+1ib;jb � (vS)nib;jb) = MS(1� ASib;jb�x�y ):(16)In order to be conservative in the region, we need to put the above excess \mass-ux" back into thealgorithm. There are several techniques to carry out this mass redistribution. We partially follow theideas of [1] with some variations in the sense that we perform a weighted area redistribution. Thefact that the front is not hyperbolic, precludes a wave decomposition at the front, and the fact thatthe material presents a sharp discontinuity in the displacement indicates that transfer of \mass-ux"across the discontinuity is not proper. We now update the cells in B byvn+1i;j = vni;j + Mi;j�x�y +XS XF  MS(1� ASib;jb�x�y ) 1PBb ASm;n!(17)if the shear band does not intersect Ci;j, and otherwise by(vS)n+1i;j = (vS)ni;j + MSi;j�x�y +XF  MS(1� ASib;jb�x�y ) 1PBb ASm;n! :(18)The sum PF is over all the band bonds that a�ect the (i; j) cell. A similar process is done for thestress update.4.3. Initialization of the shear band cell. When the total stress  reaches the critical value cat some cell (ib; jb) and time t0, a shear band is introduced in that cell. This can be due either to ashear band growing into a new cell or by the formation of a new shear band. Both cases are treatedsimilarly. The direction of extreme ill-posedness for system (4)(5) is taken to be the normal directionto the shear band being initialized at that point. As seen above, this normal is ~n = (cos ���2 ; sin ���2 )T ,where � is the angle that the stress vector at that point makes with the positive x-axis. The exactplacement of the band in the cell is done by: (a) continuation of a previous band, if present, from theboundary cell, or (b) locating a local maximum of (t0; x; y) in the cell (ib; jb).It may occur that during a single timestep, the states at several cells enter the region of ill-posedness.These cells may be associated with di�erent shear bands or one single band growing rapidly since thereis no a-priori limit in the rate of growth of the band. This potential di�culty is solved by integratingthe stress at the \new" shear band cells at time subintervals. We explain the process: After a regulartime step [tn; tn+�t], we sweep over all the cells which were not intersected by shear bands at t = tn.We mark those cells, C1, ... , Cm, where the stress has gone beyond the critical yield value j~� j = c.



6 F. XABIER GARAIZAR AND JOHN TRANGENSTEINWe write (t; k) for the solution of (12) at each Ck in [tn; tn+�t]. For each k we �nd the �rst tk suchthat (tk; k) = c and label t�kb = mink=1;:::m tk. We redo the integration up to t�kb at the Ck cells andthe cells intersected by the shear band. This will give us the �rst cell Ckb in which to place a shearband as discussed above. We now repeat the above process from time t = t�kb , adding, if necessary,new cells to the collection of marked cells until we exhaust the time interval. Although the process ispotentially computationally intensive it is performed only during a small portion of the simulation.With this process we take into account the e�ect of newly formed shear bands on their neighboringcells, either by accelerating the loading rate (and possibly introducing new band cells) or by unloadingthe nearby cells (and eliminating extraneous shear bands).5. ExamplesIn this test run we consider a uniformly loaded sample with constant stress throughout the domain�1 = :820352871, �2 = :409702741 and  = :945303919. The initial velocity is linear in the x-directionand constant on the y-direction, v(0; x; y) = :05(x�:5), for 0 < x; y < 1. If the material is homogeneous,the deformation, at all times, will consist of a velocity which is constant on time and stress that,although changing in time, remains constant in space (see [7]) . We introduce an inhomogeneity inthe sample at the origin: � = :475 everywhere except at the cell at the center of the domain and cellsinmediatly above and below for which we set � = :5. At short time after initialization, a shear band isformed in those cells. This band grows diagonally through the domain. We show two snapshots of thecontours for the velocity (to the right) and  (to the left), when the shear band has grown half-waythrough the domain ( Figure 1) and after it has reached the boundaries of the domain (Figure 2).
Figure 1.  and v contour lines at intermediate time.Some features to be noticed are: (a) the localization of high stress in the direction, and precceding,the shear band, (b) the unloading of the material in the direction orthogonal to the shear band and (c)the localization of the variation (jump) in the velocity at the shear band. All these phenomena agreewith analytical and/or numerical studies performed for one-dimensional deformations ([4], [6], [7]).
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